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‘Reclaim Her Name’: Another Cack-Handed
‘Girlboss’ Attempt At Feminism?
The Women’s Prize
celebrated its 25th
anniversary this month
with the launch of its
“Reclaim Her Name”
project together with its
sponsor, Baileys.
Twenty-five novels whose
women authors were originally
published under male
pseudonyms have now been
re-released online for free
with the author’s ‘real’ names
displayed on the cover, with
hard copies donated to select
libraries throughout the UK.
The covers of the twentyfive titles have also been
redesigned and given a new,
modern look by illustrators –
also all women – from across
the globe. According to Baileys
and the prize, the project is
“championing female writers
throughout the ages who faced
many obstacles, not least
sexism and prejudice” and
“finally giving female writers the
credit they deserve.”
However, Baileys and the
prize have come under fire for
potentially misunderstanding
the nature of pseudonymity and
anonymity: restoring an author’s
‘true’ female identity does not
necessarily equal a feminist act
of reclamation.
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As Catherine Taylor writes in The
Times Literary Supplement on
the subject:

“The troubling aspect
of the Baileys project
is that its rather
superficial analysis
and one-size-fits-all
approach overlooks
the complexities of
publishing history, in
which pseudonyms
aren’t always about
conforming to
patriarchal or other
obvious standards.”
In imposing the author’s ‘real
names’, the project undermines
the choices of authors such as
George Eliot and Vernon Lee,
who actively made the decision
to present themselves as
male in their writing and their
wider lives. In a time where
the transgender community
is facing increasing offensive
and trans-exclusionary attacks,
the Reclaim Her Name project,
when put under a microscope,
seems to be just another
erasure of transgender and nonbinary experiences.
In addition to this troubling
disregard of an author’s
autonomy and enforcement
of a singular cis-feminine
narrative, the Baileys edition
of The Life of Martin R. Delany
by Frances Rollin Whipper was

mistakenly published with the
distinctive silhouette of fellow
social reformer and abolitionist
Frederick Douglass splashed
on the cover. Frances Rollin
Whipper was the first AfricanAmerican to publish a biography
in 1868, under the pseudonym
Frank A. Rollin.
Baileys have since published an
apology on their website:
“We are very sorry to say that
a mistake was made [...] This
was caused by human error
at our agency VMLY&R and
we should also have spotted
this in our reviews. We have
since withdrawn and replaced
the front cover and are
conducting a full investigation
to understand exactly how
this happened. We will also
be putting further measures
in place to ensure it can never
happen again.”
But this was not the project’s
only blunder. A Chinese-English
writer, who published many
books under the name Sui
Sin Far, and only one under
the male pseudonym Mahlon
T. Win, has had this single
story printed under her British
birth name by Baileys and the
prize. In doing so, her original
reason for publishing has been
disregarded, and again the
nuances and complexities
of pseudonyms have been
ignored.
Although the project may have
good intentions, the execution,
on the whole, can only be
described as lacking a depth of
thought.

Autumn to Spark Mass Publishing
with 600 New Titles

On 3 September 2020, the
book industry is set to be
overwhelmed with 600 new
releases. COVID-19, and the
effects of the lockdown,
meant that many books were
held back from their original
summer publication dates.
Subsequently, hundreds of
books will now be hitting the
shelves in the autumn, and will
be competing for the Christmas
bestselling spots.

Autumn’s big commercial
releases will include Martin
Amis, Robert Harris, Robert
Galbraith, David Attenborough,
Elena Ferrante, Caitlin Moran,
Nick Hornby, Ant and Dec and
Will Young. Every year on the
day dubbed ‘Super Thursday’,
hundreds of anticipated books
are published, but this year
extra books will be hitting the
shelves with a series of what
the Bookseller has called “miniSuper Thursdays” that will take
place across September and
October. It is important to note
that this total also includes
academic and reference books
published on the same day,
though we can’t imagine those
will pose much competition for
the Sunday Times Bestseller list.
A wealth of new titles
should mean good news for
booksellers, many of whom
are recovering from the
losses caused by lockdown.
However, it will also mean
that bookshops – particularly

small, independent bookshops
– will be making hard choices
on which titles are awarded a
place on the shelves.
The high competition between
titles is majorly concerning for
debut authors, who are worried
about the lack of exposure and
the heightened competition
that their books will face in the
run up to Christmas.
With this in mind, Sam
Missingham has provided a
useful post on her blog, The
Empowered Author, giving
“advice and encouragement to
think beyond your first book.”

Although autumn looks set
to have an avalanche of highprofile books, we wanted
to showcase Sam’s brilliant
post which reminds authors
that they are not defined by a
small marketing budget or the
unfortunate events of the year.
Success takes time, it does
not have to come on Super
Thursday.
You can read the Dear Debut
Authors post here.

The post, titled Dear Debut
Authors, is a collection of
personal accounts of the
publishing process written
by several different authors,
spanning from Malorie
Blackman to Gareth L. Powell.
Dear Debut Authors features
tips on how to stay positive and
focused and to remember that
a debut book is only the start of
your career.
It’s an undeniably hard time for
authors and more so for debut
authors who are working hard to
get their name out there which,
more often than not, heavily
relies on the marketing and
exposure of their first book.
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The Future of The Bookseller
content revolution” and to this
day remains the stand-out
gathering for smart thinking.
It’s been at the heart of
publishing since 1858. And now
it will be at the heart of The
Stage.
This is only the third sale of The
Bookseller since 1858, and now
it has joined forces with the
140-year old theatre magazine
The Stage, that has been owned
and managed by the Comerford
family since its inception.
Terms of this transaction are
not made available to the
public, and the deal is effective
immediately. This does leave
speculation behind the motives
and the details of the sale,
especially after Nigel Roby’s
extraordinary ten years as Chief
Executive.
Both publications parallel
each other in their respective
industries:

“Bringing the two
businesses together will
make both of them stronger
and give both companies
a far better chance of
enduring and thriving in
the current, challenging
environment than they
would have done alone.”
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Which begs the question: has
COVID-19 been tough for them?
In regards to everyday
operations, the two publications
will run independently but
with both senior executives
reporting to Hugh Comerford.
Philip Jones and Emma Lowe
from The Bookseller are set to
join the executive management
team when The Bookseller
relocates to The Stage’s office
at Bermondsey Street. Roby
launched a series of industry
leading conferences in his time
to revolutionise the publication
and keep it at the heart of
the publishing industry. He
calls leaving a “bittersweet
moment” and continues on to
comment that “owning and
running The Bookseller has
been the greatest privilege of
my working life. To know that
The Bookseller and the brilliant
team behind it can go forward
with confidence is profoundly
heartening. Leaving was never
going to be easy. And it isn’t!”

Roby’s achievements
include:
The FutureBook Conference
“has tracked, interrogated,
and challenged the way the
international book business
has embraced the digital

Bertrams Can Only Pay
£600,000 of its £25m Debts
over £325,000. 2,500 companies
have lost thousands of pounds.
Oxford University Press and
Pearson Education are owed
more than £11 million.

Re-launching the British Book
Awards as an annual blacktie gala in Mayfair presenting
industry and book awards.
Books In The Media
Jobs in Books
BookGig, the events website.
These are all tools and events
that publishing hopefuls and
readers of The Publishing Post
find invaluable, keeping us
in the loop and helping us to
up-skill our way into our dream
jobs, so we owe our thanks to
Roby.
But I am sure we are all asking:
what changes will this bring to
publishing’s heart?

In our first issue, the news
team reported on book
wholesaler Bertram’s going into
administration and the anger
publishers felt at their unlikelyto-be-paid-back debts.
Today, the extent of those debts
are revealed. Standing at a
whopping £25 million, Bertram’s
can only pay 2.4% of this back
as thy only have £600,000
available to them.
In the official ‘statement of
affairs’ published on the UK
Government’s Companies
House page shows that 2,500
trade creditors are owed. The
sixty-three-page document lists
the company’s debts ranging
from £15 for Anchor Creditors to
over £2 million to HarperCollins
Distribution. Penguin Random
House’s distribution company
Grantham Book Services is also
owed over £2 million.
Independent children’s
publisher Sweet Cherry is owed
in excess of £3,000. Bookpoint is
owed £184,360. Central books,
a distributor of books and
magazines since 1939, are owed

Independent publishing houses
that are concerned about the
payment of debts were advised
to petition the administrator for
payment.
We reported that the change in
distribution and the pandemic
caused the closure, but Bertram
told the BBC ‘‘It’s nothing to
do with e-books or Covid-19
– people still like to hold and
smell books.” There are no
reports of another explanation.
He is said to be devastated
over the loss and has described
this collapse as “like a
bereavement.”

gap and have an established
operation in the middle of the
country, with direct access to all
areas. Bertram’s collapse made
around 460 people redundant
and it is unclear if they will be
taken back on by Gardners.
As the warehouse was bought
by Gardners, the online
bookselling division, Wordery,
was bought by Waterstonesowner, Elliott Advisers.

In the initial report, there was
speculation over the gap
Bertram’s left in the market
and whether Gardners could
fill this. This was confirmed by
The Bookseller on 10 July as
they are to re-open Bertram’s
Norwich warehouse following
their parent company, The Little
Group, purchased Bertram’s
assets. This move is said to give
them extra warehouse capacity
and allow it to grow and expand
its range in book distribution.
This is reported to be a positive
move as Gardners now have
the capacity to take on the
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Industry Insights:
Loredana Carini,
Founder, CEO and Chief Editor of
SmashBear Publishing.
Tell us about your journey into
publishing.
I started reading at the age of twelve. I quickly became
borderline obsessed and knew that working with
books (whether writing them or publishing them)
would be my dream job, so I decided to study a BA in
Creative Writing and a Masters in Project Management.
I thought these qualifications would give me the
necessary skills to work in publishing, and I feel that
they provided me with a lot of insight. The job market
is tragic for graduates at the moment though – hence
why I started my own publishing house.

What made you decide to focus on fantasy, horror and sci-fi?
I love these genres. I read them myself and I think it is vital to publish books
that you, as a reader, enjoy. Reading what I love also gives me knowledge
of whether a manuscript we’re sent is good or not and assists us with our
marketing strategy.

SmashBear is described as ‘a small press
with big goals’. How would you like to see
the company grow in today’s competitive
publishing market?
I see SmashBear growing to be the leading publisher
for fantasy fiction. I want us to be an ethical publisher
known for good quality books. I want our authors to
know that we care about their creative vision and
aren’t just in it for the money. I think there’s been a
disconnection between larger publishing houses and
authors, which is where SmashBear comes in.
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What does a typical day look like
for you?
Due to my own preference, I’m practically
nocturnal. I find working at night helps me
focus, and as we work with international
authors, it’s easier to organise meetings
due to time differences. We’re currently
making sure that the Storm’s Child
manuscript is ready for release. Most of my
day consists of going over the manuscript
and prepping the author and our marketing
team for the launch. I also attend to emails,
ensure our acquisitions team is running
smoothly and that new manuscripts being
sent in are being processed.

What is the difference
between an independent
publishing house like
SmashBear and a vanity
press? What should
authors look out for when
submitting their work to
avoid vanity presses?
You could write multiple articles
on this subject alone, but I’ll try
and keep it as brief as possible.
Things to consider are:
The only benefit of a vanity press
that I can think of is that if you
can’t get in with a traditional
publisher, you can essentially
pay them to do everything a
traditional publisher will do.

sure it is to the best possible
standard. Vanity presses on
the other hand already have
your money – a lot of the time
with a no refund policy and
so they won’t feel the need to
generate book sales.

Are there any new
projects you are most
excited about?
We’re in the process of
possibly signing a new author
which we’re all very excited
about and will take SmashBear
in a new direction.

As you can probably guess,
we’re all very excited about
the release! It’s months of
hard work across multiple
departments. We recently
put it on Amazon and
Goodreads and seeing it
there really brought it home
that we’re nearly at the end
of the project. As much as
this is our debut launch, this
is John’s (the author) debut
as well, so it’s a really special
moment.
Ultimately, Storm’s Child
is a story of revenge and
confronting your past.
Nathan, the main character,
has a traumatic past that he
must deal with whilst also
finding a supernatural hunter
which has been preying on
the mystical community of
Portland, USA.

You’ll usually be charged
around £5,000-6,000 though
and I rarely hear of positive
experiences with vanity presses.
To self-publish your book, you’d
be looking at £2,000-£3,000.
You’d just need to organise it
yourself (find your own editors
and so on).
Vanity presses also have a lot
of hidden costs, so make sure
you verify costs when you’re
approached by one of these
‘publishers’ to ensure that there
is no additional charge to you.
The difference between
SmashBear and a vanity press is
that we give our authors money
whereas a vanity press takes it.
As we take on all of the initial
costs for editing, formatting,
etc, we provide a higher
standard of service because we
have an active stake in the book
selling well. We are essentially
solely responsible for how well
a book sells so we will make

Can you tell us a bit
about Storm’s Child,
your first upcoming
release?

And finally, any advice
would you give to
publishing hopefuls?
It sounds so cliché, but
just do it. Publishing can
be competitive, but you
won’t know until you try!
So go for it – try blogging,
bookstagramming or
whatever you’d like to. If it
fails, it fails but at least you
tried and won’t be wondering
‘what if’.
You can find out more about
SmashBear on socials
@smashbearpublishing and at
smashbearpublishing.com
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When the future seems uncertain
and life feels out of control,
writers take to the page to
comprehend the current moment
and imagine a brighter, less
divisive society. Tackling race,
relationships and even the end
of the world, here are six new
and upcoming releases that we
cannot wait to read…

Overcoming
Adversity:
Writing the
Resistance

Composition’ and ‘A House Is a
Body’ are filled with mystery,
intrigue and desire; they show
how various people overcome
struggle and loneliness,
persevering through the
toughest of circumstances.
This is a beautiful and thrilling
collection that takes the reader
from India to America and back
again to give a broader insight
into different cultures and
how different people react to
hardship and uncertainty.
(Laura)

about love, loss and desire. In
Sarah Crossan’s powerful and
captivating adult debut, she
explores what it means to lose
something that nobody knew
was yours.

Betty by Tiffany McDaniel
20 August, Orion
This powerfully moving comingof-age story set in the foothills
of the Ohio Appalachians
tells the tale of a young girl
and the heart-breaking family
truths that change the course
of her life forever. We are
taken on a journey through
the trials and tribulations
that Betty must face, and the
resilience she builds against
the harsh realities of haunting
family secrets, racism and
womanhood. The power of
storytelling and the magical
escape that it offers Betty –
allowing her to survive under
such difficult and painful
circumstances – is at the heart
of McDaniel’s novel. This is a
brutal portrayal of how the
stories we create can offer us
the courage to find the light
even in the darkest of times.
(Genevieve)
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(Meg)

A House Is a Body: Stories by
Shruti Swamy
1 September, Algonquin
Books
Here Is the Beehive by Sarah
Crossan
20 August, Bloomsbury
This is the latest release from
award-winning author Sarah
Crossan, a novel written in
lyrical and heart-wrenching
prose. Ana and Conor have been
having an affair for the last
three years; stolen moments in
hotel rooms, secretive coffee
shop meetings and deleting
texts has become their norm.
Then the worst happens, and
Ana is left to grieve alone.
They kept their love a secret,
forcing Ana to turn to an
unlikely companion: Conor’s
wife, Rebecca. As the pair grow
closer, Ana is forced to reexamine everything she knows

Shruti Swamy’s A House Is a
Body is a ground-breaking
debut collection of short
stories that travels across two
continents to show how joy
and pleasure can be found
in the most unexpected
moments. Stories such as
‘Earthly Pleasures’, ‘A Simple

Punching the Air by Ibi
Zoboi and Yusef Salaam
1 September,
HarperCollins

of crimes that they did not
commit. Zoboi and Salaam’s
fictional tale addresses some
unpleasant truths that are all
too common in society.
(Zoë)

Afterland by Lauren
Beukes
3 September, Penguin
Daring and imaginative, Lauren
Beukes’ ground-breaking
new thriller, Afterland, is
utterly compulsive. After a
virus wipes out 99% of the
total male population on
Earth, a mother, Cole, and her
son, Miles, are forced to go
on the run. As men become
highly sought after, Cole must
overcome a staggering number
of obstacles and barriers in
order to keep Miles safe. With
only each other left in this
frightening new world, the pair
must navigate an unimaginable
and hostile land in order to
reach the goal of freedom,
which may not even exist.
Balancing an exploration of
crucial themes such as gender
politics with thrilling action,
this pandemic-based novel
feels disturbingly close to
home in these uncertain times.
(Hollie)

Punching the Air is potentially
the most powerful
collaboration of the year.
Those who know about the
exonerated Central Park Five
may already recognise Yusef
Salaam’s name and the life that
he has lived. In partnership with
the New York Times bestselling
author, Ibi Zoboi, the pair have
produced a compelling novel
in verse about wrongfully
convicted sixteen-year-old
Amal. The life of the gifted
young artist and poet forcefully
changes overnight when a
confrontation in a park leaves a
white child in a coma and Amal
and his four friends accused

Just Us: An American
Conversation by Claudia
Rankine
8 September, Allen Lane
From the bestselling
author of Citizen comes
another genre-defying
interrogation of the racial
divide in America. Through a
series of conversations and
confrontations with friends,
colleagues and strangers,
Claudia Rankine tackles ‘white
privilege’ versus ‘white living’,
anti-Latinx racism and even the
cultural implications of dyeing
your hair blonde. Taking place
at dinner parties and in airports
and schools, each discussion
purposefully disrupts the
false sense of comfort that
these supposedly ‘neutral’
spaces provide us, revealing
them instead to be sites of
political contestation. Placing
the thoughts of those around
her in dialogue with images,
poetry and academic research,
Rankine asks us, in her most
intimate and vulnerable work
yet, to “lean forward, to hear, to
respond.”
(Bayley)
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Rethinking Diversity
on the Ground
2020 has been a poignant
year for conversations around
racism. As Black Lives Matter
protests broke out around the
world and antiracist books
shot to the top of bestseller
charts, corporations
took to social media to
show solidarity, including
publishers. In June, the Black
Writers’ Guild sent an open
letter to the industry’s major
houses, raising the concern
that “British publishers
are raising awareness of
racial inequality without
significantly addressing their
own.” Indeed, many criticised
the performative allyship
of publishers profiting off
the sales of antiracist titles,
whilst failing to address racial
disparities within their own
industry.
The industry’s lack of
diversity is not a new issue:
in 2015, Spread The Word’s
Writing the Future report
estimated that up to 8% of
the industry’s workforce
identified as BAME; in 2017,
bookcareers.com’s salary
survey found that 90.4% of
respondents identified as
white British; and in early
2019, a major survey found
that, although the number
had increased, only 11.6% of
respondents identified as
BAME.
The Publishing Post’s BIPOC
team created our own survey
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Gone Through Hiring and
now Works in the Industry
Gone Through the
Hiring Process but was
Unsuccessful
Has not Gone Through the
Interview Hiring Process

Figure 1. Industry Demographics
to explore people of colour’s
experiences of the industry
culture and recruitment
processes. We had fifty
respondents and opinions
varied, but many felt that the
industry needs to do more to
reflect the demographic of the
readers it serves.
When considering the hiring
process, the overwhelming
majority noted the impact

of racial inequality: 58%
of respondents felt that
the publishing industry
is inaccessible to BAME
individuals. Furthermore, 38%
felt that the industry is not
making significant strides
towards inclusivity. When asked
what the key access barriers
are, 50% selected a “lack of
inclusivity” (Figure 2). Some
respondents felt othered in
the hiring process – one even

Figure 2. What do you think the main issues with
accessibility within the publishing industry are for
BAME individuals?

Figure 3. Do you ever fear BAME schemes
may make you vulnerable to preferential
treatment?

mentioned feeling “judg[ed]’ in
‘official’ publishing spaces.”
There were, however, many
neutral responses in the survey,
perhaps indicating uncertainty
or that more transparency on
the demographics of industry
employees is needed. A
sizeable number of respondents
expressed their frustration at
the unhelpful “blanket” BAME
label, suggesting that even
the language used to discuss
diversity issues is outdated
and that the issues affect more
people than the label suggests.
While the big publishers
boasting BAME schemes like
to pat themselves on the
back, believing “they’ve done
their part”, many respondents
are less sure. The pitfalls of
filling diversity quotas form
an overarching theme: a
significant 40% are certain these
“surface-level” schemes make
them vulnerable to claims of
preferential treatment (Figure
3), rendering the pitiful diversity
hiring figures.
One voice sums up: “the
initiatives are well meaning but
for years we have been telling
you that the problem is how
toxic the environment itself
is to BAME staff.” Surprisingly,
44% were unsure whether or
not these schemes facilitate

Figure 4. What is your opinion on BAME
initiatives by many publishers?

long-term career development.
The majority of respondents
occupied entry level roles,
echoing the opinion in the
recent ‘Rethinking Diversity’
survey that “they had ‘yet to
see’ people of colour progress
up the career ladder.” This
lack of senior opportunities is
highlighted in this shocking
anecdote: “I do remember being
an assistant editor and being
put up for [entry level] diversity
initiatives”. Overall, respondents
are adamant that these
schemes, whether conducive
to career development or not,
are somewhat futile: they open
doors to an industry that is
fundamentally alien.
Once in the workplace, the
scarcity of BAME publishing
professionals is highlighted
in Figure 4: only one out of
thirty-eight respondents had
more than eleven publishing
colleagues of colour and twelve
had none. One respondent
commented that they are the
only Black person in their whole
division. Another refused to
answer the survey altogether,
stating their fears of losing
anonymity given that they had
never met another publishing
professional of the same ethnic
background.
We also found that that over
50% feel pressure to weigh

in on diversity issues within
their workplace, reiterating
many of the “diversity hire”
grievances launched against
BAME schemes. When asked
whether they feel comfortable
openly speaking their opinions
in the workplace, respondents
were evenly tied. However, the
comments suggest otherwise:
one noted the difficulty of
being “the only [BAME] one in
the conversation” and another
expressed the “toll” of speaking
their mind “on [their] mental
health”.
Many respondents wrote
comments expressing their
views which added nuanced
opinions hindered by multiple
choice answers. While our
survey was small, it echoed the
same sentiment as larger ones:
more BAME individuals should
have senior roles in the industry.
Indeed, respondents cited the
lack of BAME individuals in
managerial roles as a barrier
for people of colour entering
the industry. As one respondent
said, “These are roles that have
power to challenge other white
seniors.” Publishing companies
have more inclusive hiring
practices in order to diversify
the industry. This is important
for more diverse voices to
be included in the culturally
crucial work of
publishing.
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Highlights in the Charts
The Family Upstairs
by Lisa Jewell
The Family Upstairs is a stellar addition to Lisa Jewell’s
collection that has been recently picked for the Richard
and Judy Book Club – it’s clear to see why. This unique
and explosive thriller plays on the idea of secret cults in
an absorbing and quirky story.
This is an intriguing narrative, with chapters that show
both the past and present. I loved this format as it
gave an insight into the different characters from each
timeline. I was desperate to know what had happened
to Henry, the boy from the past, whose hidden storyline
kept me hooked.
Henry himself was odd, with an obsessive and slightly
dangerous nature about him. As becomes clear
throughout the book, he suffered serious trauma. It
is hinted, however, that he was different before this
trauma, so it is interesting to see how such events
further his character development.
Moving to the present day, Libby
is an adorable character. The
reader is able to connect with her
in many ways: from her attitude
towards dating (who doesn’t want
to find the perfect partner?) to her
shock at acquiring inheritance.
Libby’s journey is about
discovering what happened to
her birth parents, and it is here

where the link between Libby
and Henry becomes clearer.
If you think you can guess what
happens in this book, think
again. Each time I thought I’d
figured something out, I was
shocked. Yet Jewell doesn’t
overdo the twists and turns –

she gets it just right, with a
gripping and fascinating plot
that maintains the reader’s
interest throughout. One thing
I liked is that despite what
appears to be a happy ending,
Jewell doesn’t relent fully,
and an element of chilling
intrigue always remains…

How Do We Know We’re Doing It Right?
by Pandora Sykes
Spoiler: we don’t.
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In her first book, Pandora
Sykes, half of the High
Low duo, articulates the
thoughts of the modern
reader. By highlighting and
underpinning problems
we have all encountered
in our lives, but never had
the forethought or scope
to collect together, Sykes’

writing is curious and diverting
but not unique. I say this not as
a critique but rather a reflection
on the amount of times Sykes’
words made me pause and
think, “Yes, that is exactly what
I felt.” Uniqueness, in this case,
is a rarity which Sykes rejects in
order to prove that we are not
alone in our uncertainty.

Highlights in the Charts
It is important to note that
Sykes’ collection represents the
struggles of the white, middleclass woman – a figure that she
embodies and acknowledges
early on. Whilst potentially
unrelatable to some, these
essays nonetheless expose the
reality of a burgeoning British
middle class. From wellness
fads (hello, rose quartz) to the
conflicting voices of modern
feminism, a particular highlight

was ‘Relentless Pleasure’, an
essay probing our relationship
with the endless supply
of content available to be
streamed 24/7.
Since when did catching up
on the latest boxset feel like
homework!
How Do We Know We’re Doing
It Right? is a wide reaching
examination of womanhood

in the 21st century, complete
with truths we’d rather ignore
and the realities of an era of
chaos whereby our rapacious
appetites are gorged by fast
fashion (epitomised by ‘that’
Zara dress), Netflix and social
media. Although clunky at
times, Sykes’ collection is well
thought through, relatable and
will leave you feeling a little
less alone.

Wanderland: A Search for Magic in
the Landscape
by Jini Reddy
Despite the much-needed recent action in the publishing industry
to feature more BIPOC authors on our bookshelves, one genre is
still conspicuously dominated by white, male voices: nature writing.
Amongst well-known bestsellers by Robert Macfarlane and Roger
Deakin, it is refreshing to see a new face in the genre’s bestseller
charts: Jini Reddy.
Wanderland: A Search for Magic in the Landscape is Reddy’s hunt
for wonder in Britain’s natural world. There is no right way to
appreciate the history of the British countryside, especially as
rural life is not always charming or even particularly pleasant. The
inaccessible canon of nature writing gods such as Macfarlane
and Deakin, as well as the ancient
Elizabeth-Jane Burnett and the
stories of Britain’s mythic past, can feel
contributors of the Willowherb Review
insurmountable, especially for nonare other emerging voices that celebrate
white, non-British writers such as Reddy.
nature writers of colour, but it is brilliant
She identifies with the Other in nature
to see Reddy doing well on the bestseller
as she grapples with the Other-ing of
charts. Wanderland has even received
her very presence in these rural and
a stamp of approval from Macfarlane
literary spaces. Reddy, like many readers,
himself. This book feels more crucial than
feels “too conventional for the hardcore
ever in the context of lockdown, as we
wildlife tribe… not logical enough for the
examine the things we have always taken
scientists, not ‘listy’ enough for the birder
for granted. Wanderland reminds us to
types, not enough of a ‘green thumb’ for
look out of the window, to relish our own
the gardeners.” Reddy is therefore an
personal view as well as the one we gaze
accessible, frank voice that divulges the
upon.
sometimes uncomfortable, self-conscious
realities of her journey.
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Poetry in Translation

Now you are ready to put all the
pieces together, as you would
do with a jigsaw: the sound, the
text and the musicality to enjoy
your chosen piece of poetry.

Do you want to
approach the world of
poetry in translation?
Here are some texts for you
to start with:
100 Love Sonnets / Cien sonetos
de amor by Pablo Neruda and
translated by Stephen Tapscott.
University of Texas Pr; Bilingual
edition

The Publishing Post’s Translation Team
Although Robert Frost said
that “Poetry is what gets lost
in translation,” some of the
greatest pieces of literature
that we continue to study
today are indeed translated.
From the Odissey to the Divine
Comedy, to Shakespeare’s
Sonnets, it seems like the
poetry we all know, love and
learn about is heavily translated
and researched, and it keeps
surprising scholars every
day. Although Google tried to
create a software that would
be able to translate poetry (The
Guardian) – unsuccessfully,
it seems – translating this
type of literature seems even
harder than translating ‘plain
old’ prose. With structures
to respect and sounds to
evoke and re-create, a poetry
translator is tasked with the
responsibility of generating
the same emotions the original
poem would give to people
from often completely different
cultures and sensitivities.
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This is why some poet
translators can also be people
that don’t even speak and know
another foreign language.
Take Ted Hughes, for example:
although he only knew English,
he would collaborate with
native speakers who would
translate the literal meaning for
him, and he would rework the
poems and give them a new life.
In this issue we are delighted
to present to you some reviews
and thoughts on translated
poetry, a topic that is often
overlooked.
As an incurable romantic, poetry
has always had a particular
fascination for me. After reading
tomes and tomes of Italian and
English poetry, I decided to start
reading Spanish and French
poetry, too – languages that I
have studied but which I do not
speak and read perfectly.

Thus, I discovered the world of
poetry in translation – a world
very different from that of books
in fiction. Reading poems in
translation has a totally different
affect: poetry is not just about
the content. Each word chosen
and every use of punctuation
contributes to conveying a very
specific message. After reading
a Neruda book in Italian, I
decided to try to re-read that
same book in the parallel text
edition. Let me tell you it was a
completely new experience.
Having the original text in
front of you (even if you don’t
understand it) allows you to
appreciate the musicality, the
sweetness and the hardness
of the words chosen by the
author. And if you want to live
the ‘complete experience’
you can often find the chosen
text on YouTube to appreciate
its correct pronunciation and
finally understand what the
author wanted to communicate.

The Collected Poems of Eugenio
Montale 1925-1977 by Eugenio
Montale and translated by

William Arrowsmith. W W
Norton & Co Inc
Preversities: A Jacques Prevert
Sampler by Jacques Prevert
and translated by Norman R.
Shapiro. Commonwealth Books,
Black Widow; Bilingual edition

“Like the wild
hyacinth flower
which on the hills is
found,
Which the
passing feet of the
shepherds for ever
tear and wound,
Until the purple
blossom is trodden
in the ground.”
These lines were translated
from the ancient Greek poet
Sappho by the English poet
Dante Gabriel Rossetti and
formed my introduction to
poetry in translation. I have
since then been grateful to read
so many poets in translation
like, Yehuda Amichai, Jorge
Luis Borges, Paul Celan, Yannis
Ritsos and Yu Xiang. But my
travels in translated poetry
barely scratch the surface of the
vast treasures awaiting readers
of translated poetry.
The transcending and universal
qualities of poetry as celebrated
by one of literature’s great
champions, Aristotle have long
been appreciated by people
everywhere from all walks
of life, but as globalisation

has enabled us to read more
widely in translation, poetry is
one genre that has not always
undergone transference across
languages very well.
There are currently raging
debates about whether poetry
can indeed be translated or
not. To add to this issue there
are so many different types
of strategies employed by
translators when approaching
poetry. For example, ‘Phonemic
Translation’: reproducing the
source language sound in the
target language, or ‘Rhymed
Translation’: transferring the
rhyme of the original poem into
the target language.
Despite the arguments, there
are so many reasons to read
poetry in translation. If we think
of the myriad ways of looking
at a painting – something
made or created similarly to
a poem – then maybe the
fact of a poem’s translation is
itself just one more meaning
in translated poetry? Reading
poetry in translation offers us
a glimpse of each language’s
singularity across the ages. As
demonstrated by Argentinian
poet, Alejandra Pizarnik
addressing her fellow poet
Emily Dickinson:

“Something cries in
the air;
sounds are
sketching out the
dawn.
She ponders
eternity.”
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Bookshops We Want to
Escape to
The ability that books have to transport us to another country, another
time or another world entirely, is something we, as readers, can thoroughly
appreciate. But what if we took that a step further and transported
ourselves in order to find books? Here at The Publishing Post, we have
already highlighted our favourite UK bookstores. In this issue, we
are broadening our literary horizons by taking a look at our favourite
bookshops from around the world.

North America –
Powell’s City of Books

Europe –
Shakespeare &
Company
Powell’s City of Books also
purchases thousands of books
over the counter every day, all
while serving a great cup of
coffee in the café. Definitely not
one to miss if you’re in town.

South America –
Ateneo Grand Splendid
Photo by Powell’s City of Books
Located in Portland, Oregon,
Powell’s City of Books is the
largest new and used bookstore
in the world and even provides
maps to help shoppers navigate
the huge space. This incredible
place emerged in a former car
dealership in 1971 and soon
occupied an entire city block.
Spanning nine colour-coded
rooms, three floors and offering
more than one million books,
it’s no surprise that the store is
a popular Portland attraction.
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Opened as a theatre in
1919, stunningly preserved
architecture has granted Ateneo
Grand Splendid the title of the
most beautiful bookshop in the
world. Few changes have been
made to the interiors of the
building. This means visitors can
sip their cortado from the stage
that tango dancers soared on,
or head to the private boxes
above to browse a book or
admire the view. Ateneo Grand
Splendid sells three-quarters of
a million books a year, though
staff also welcome visitors who
are coming simply to admire the
immense grandeur and Latin
history that the store exudes.

Do not fear – the store has
more to offer than bookshelves
of Shakespeare’s plays. Since
opening in 1951, this Englishlanguage bookshop has
arguably become one of the
most famous independent
bookstores in the World.
Described by the former
owner, George Whitman, as a
“socialist utopia masquerading
as a bookstore,” Shakespeare
and Company has provided
around 30,000 young writers
and artists with a bed for the
night. They have proudly been
hosting literary events since
2003, with attendees including
Zadie Smith, Carol Ann Duffy,
Philip Pullman and Hanif
Kureishi. They even produce a
podcast and have recently set
up their own publishing arm!
(Is there anything they can’t
do?) A literary institution rich
with history, Shakespeare and
Company should be a definite
addition to your Paris itinerary.

China - Zhongshuge
Bookstore
China is a country not often
renowned for its love of books,
with frequent and strict
censorship of reading material.
However, there are certainly
some glorious bookshops to be
found in almost every province.
One such shop is Zhongshuge
Bookstore in Hangzhou. This
shop is a truly immersive
experience that takes book
shopping to a whole new level.
Featuring wrap-around shelving
and mirrored ceilings, the
number of books in this shop
feels infinite (which is definitely
something we can get behind!).
There are seating areas
integrated with the design,
which means that if/when a
book takes your fancy you don’t
have to travel far to get comfy
and dive right in.

They additionally host jazz
evenings (living up to their
name), performed by both local
and international acts. Take
advantage of the cute little café
at the back of the store and
enjoy coffee and cake as you
bury your head in your recent
purchases!

New Zealand – Hard To
Find

Photo by Hard to Find

Nigeria – The Jazzhole
The Jazzhole offers a peaceful
escape from the hustle and
bustle of Lagos’s city life.
Recommended by the awardwinning author Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie, this spot offers
inspiration in many forms.
Doubling as a bookshop and
record store, The Jazzhole is
a place to come to explore
Nigeria’s rich literary and artistic
history. The books on offer span
a wide range of genres, from
comics and cookbooks to bestselling fiction and coffee table
tomes. With new and secondhand books on sale, there is
something for everyone.

With the slogan “hard to find
but worth the effort,” Hard To
Find second-hand bookshops
are a treasure trove of the
unknown. They stock plenty of
stunning first-editions, elusive
rare books and antiquarian
collector’s items – they are one
of the largest buyers of antique
books in New Zealand.

a visit. However, if you’re not
able to make it there in person,
they also have an extensive
range of titles on their website;
somewhere in the vicinity of
500,000… so hopefully there
will be something to take your
fancy.

Antarctica –
McMurdo’s Library
While there aren’t many
opportunities to buy books in
Antarctica, they do sport an
extensive library. McMurdo’s
Library holds over 8,000 books
that support the studies of
scientific researchers stationed
in the area. The library also
stocks crowd favourites such
as the works of Stephen King
to keep you entertained,
and literary classics such as
Shakespeare.
It’s the perfect place to cosy
up with a book (away from the
freezing temperatures!).

If antiques aren’t your thing,
you can spend hours browsing
their collection of second-hand
contemporary fiction.
Hard To Find currently has two
locations, one in Auckland
and a second in Dunedin, so
regardless of whether you’re
on the north or south island,
you could treat yourself to

Photo by McMurdo’s Library
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Industry Insights: Sinead
Hering Production Controller,
Hardie Grant Publishing
I have an MSc in Spatial Development and Natural Resource Management, through which I gained a
lot of skills in data management and numeracy. Production always struck me as the department in
publishing most suited for my skills, and I was intrigued by the idea of being able to work in a technical
and numerical manner.

How did you get into publishing?
Did you always want to work in
production?

I have an MSc in Spatial Development and Natural
Resource Management, through which I gained a lot of
skills in data management and numeracy. Production
always struck me as the department in publishing most
suited for my skills, and I was intrigued by the idea of
being able to work in a technical and numerical manner.

What does your role as
production controller
involve and what does a
typical day look like for you
(if there is such a thing)?

For those who don’t know, what role
does production play in the publishing
process?
I work in trade publishing, which is very different to
production in academic publishing. The role of production
at my company is to organise and control the printing,
e-book creation and shipping of our titles.

My typical day involves checking my emails and
organising these based on priority. Then, I tend
to check my titles in the data system and decide
whether I need to chase the creative teams or
external suppliers for files or colour work. I also
send purchase orders for shipping and print,
and I will pre-check plotters from a production
perspective.
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What do you enjoy about
working for Hardie Grant?
I enjoy working with Hardie Grant as we do a
lot of fun projects. We work with four-colour
books a lot of the time, which allows me to
work with colour proofs. I particularly enjoy
working with photography and illustrations. A
lot of the books we do have interesting cover
specifications. For example, we do a book
series that uses cloth for the covers. I love
being able to work with a medium other than
paper and it is really intriguing to see what the
pantone colour looks like on cloth compared
to the chips that they are selected from.

How has COVID-19, or working
from home, affected your job day
to day?

What’s your favourite
thing about working in
production?

Due to COVID-19, I don’t always get to see the
colour that I’m working with in real life, and I
don’t see the finished books. I really miss it!
The first thing I’ll do when I go back to the
office will be look at all of the books that I have
produced throughout this time.

What’s been your favourite project so
far that you’ve worked on?

The advances are sent to the
production department first, and I
enjoy being able to distribute the
books to the other departments.
It’s really rewarding being able
to see the creative team’s first
reaction.

Seeing Stars. It’s a twelve-book series on the zodiac and I absolutely adored working on
it. Each book has a bold background with an illustration of the respective zodiac sign, and
the font on each cover is different for every sign. The foil was one of my favourite aspects
of this series as it was used for large surfaces such as the titles, and tiny details, such as
the eye of the woman on the Virgo symbol of the spine. It was one of my larger projects as
I managed and controlled the production of all twelve titles that would be published on
the same date. I also had the opportunity to produce a counter pack, which allowed me to
learn more about a different side of production.

What advice would you give
someone who wants to get
into publishing, specifically
production?
If you’re interested in production, have a look
at how books are made. I would get a hardback
and a paperback and explore them to gain an
understanding of all the components that go into
making a book. See where the head and tail bands
are placed, the sewn sections, what endpapers are,
and other components of the book. Have a look at
any physical books you have and learn to identify
different finishes, e.g. spray block, foil, embossing,
deckled edges, spot UV.

Lastly, a question for our readers
to get to know you! What is your
favourite book?
My favourite book is The Star-Touched Queen by
Roshani Chokshi. It’s such a thrilling and magical
story, and it is so descriptive. If you decide to
read it, keep an eye open for the saree and food
descriptions!

How could an applicant
for a production role stand
out? What key skills should
applicants emphasise if they
have little to no experience
of a production specific role?
I would discuss a book from the publisher
that you are applying to, one that you find
particularly intriguing from a production
perspective. For example, did the finishes
stand out to you? We work a lot with numbers
and it’s important to feel comfortable
with basic calculations. It’s also crucial
to understand how to manage your time,
how to prioritise and be organised, as it’s
quite common to have tight deadlines
in publishing. As we communicate with
colleagues from other departments and
external suppliers daily, understanding how
to communicate effectively is a key skill.
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I Am Dog: Interview With Author
Karen Chaplin
(Published 30th June 2020)
I Am Dog is a choose-your-ownadventure story where you are
the main character, Dog. The
book has captivatingly bright
and beautiful hand-drawn
illustrations on every page. It
is structured in such a way that
you can either follow the book
numerically as normal or choose
to jump to a different page.
Whichever option you choose,
you are going on an adventure.
The choice is yours!
We asked Karen why she chose
to write a book for children. She
harked back to working in a
primary school, stating:

“

“Their imaginations are
limitless. The questions
they asked, the ideas it
sparked, the memories
we made laughing at
the silliest things. A
children’s book was the
obvious choice for me.”
Karen understands the depth
of a child’s imagination and
utilises this, encouraging them
to think about the decisions
they are making and provoke a
discussion with their parents.
The minds of children are so
powerful, and by giving them
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a space to choose their own
story, their imaginations are
expanding.
A choose-your-own-adventure
format is unique for such a
young reader. When asked
what her inspiration was for
this type of book, she said the
idea was born thirteen years
ago when her son struggled
with numeracy (and loved
pretending to be a dog). There
weren’t any appropriate and
engaging books to help him.
The initial idea incorporated
mazes, books, puzzles and the
adventure theme. However,
Karen resisted the urge to do
it all. She “simply wanted to
give children confidence with
numeracy and a choose-yourown-adventure format is the
best way to do this.” It helps
with number recognition and
gives children confidence at
making decisions (hopefully
turning them into decisive
adults). The rhyming text is
much more fun to read and

All Things Eco with Happy
Pineapple Publishing

listen to while teaching to
read at the same time. Overall,
it’s fun and you get to be a
lovable Labrador called Dog!
What child doesn’t want
that? Although marketed as
a children’s book, it shouldn’t
be limited to just this: a recent
reviewer on Goodreads stated
that they read the book to
adults with learning difficulties,
and due to the nature of the
book being easy to read and
keeping their attention, they
loved it.
We asked (with fingers crossed)
if the “I am…” books would be
a series and, if so, what animal
we would be next. Karen’s had
a few requests from children,
including a frog, turtle and sloth
(I imagine that would be quite a
slow adventure) but is currently
working on I am Mouse. She
told us: “It is not for the fainthearted; only the bravest of
young readers can be Mouse.
There is an abandoned house,
which is very spooky! Dark
underground tunnels and a
huge rotten tree to explore.”

We can’t wait to see the
adventure we go on next!
We would like to thank
Karen for speaking to us.
Find her on twitter here:
@KarenCh04927129.

Happy Pineapple is a small ecofriendly publishing company
who pride themselves on their
“people and planet-friendly
publishing.” What makes Happy
Pineapple stand out on the
children’s publishing market
is that they have pledged for
all of their books to be printed
within the UK on recycled
paper, purely using vegetablebased inks. The company has
gone above and beyond in their
environmental awareness in
all aspects of their business,
from handmade business cards
and recycled packaging, to a
carbon-neutral online payments
portal for their website. The
publishing company, founded
by author Steve Bownds, was
recently recognised for its
brilliant work as part of the Be
The Change Awards, in which
they won an award in the Babies
and Children category in 2019.

Bownds and illustrated by
Noushka Galley, has been
described as “a fun, uplifting
children’s book” aimed at ages
three to six. It features brightly
coloured, earthy illustrations
and simple rhymes which are
perfectly suited to aiding young
children’s development.
The picture book is a great
testament to the company’s
achievements in producing ecofriendly and uplifting stories
for children. The Sluggard and
the Ants is available directly via
Happy Pineapple’s website in
the link below or from select
London-based bookshops.
Find out more about Happy
Pineapple:
Twitter: @HappyPineapp1e
Visit their website here.
Purchase The Sluggard and the
Ants here.

Happy Pineapple’s very first
children’s book, The Sluggard
and the Ants, written by Steve
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Beautiful Books for Each Season
Known throughout the literary
world as a topical must-read
and a beautifully-designed
collection, Ali Smith’s seasonal
quartet, Autumn (2016), Winter
(2017), Spring (2019) and
Summer (2020), published
by Penguin, showcases the
world, and more specifically,
an individual season in which
readers are shown current
states of events through
fictional lives and plotlines.
This collection, now made
complete with the publication
of Summer, can be displayed in
its design entirety, with features
such as foiling, cloth covers and
half-dust jackets making for a
fantastic choice for review.
Smith’s Autumn novel was
shortlisted for the Man Booker
Prize 2017.

Typography and Foil
Ali Smith’s series proves that
there is something to be
said about less is more. The
typography of these covers
are striking in their own right.
Modern meets traditional on
these covers with a heavy
weighted serif font. What is
most interesting is the foiling.
The colours of the metallic
foiling change in accordance
with the seasons which they
represent, however it is the
author’s name which is foiled
rather than the title of the
season. This cleverly creates
unity throughout the series
keeping the titles in the same
colour, but still nodding to the
changing of seasons. The foiling
colours used are gold, silver,

gun metal and copper/bronze.
Each foil colour beautifully
compliments the colours of the
cloth and the half jackets. The
colour of the titles on the spine
of the half jackets are white
rather than black as on the
cover as to not pull focus from
the illustrations but rather to
integrate. Overall, this results in
a classic and timeless look with
a subtle nod to the foiling and
metallic trend we have been
seeing on so many titles lately.

Designing a Clothbound
and Half Jacket Cover
The use of cloth binding with a
half jacket of Hockney’s artwork
creates a beautiful, premium
look to the quartet, and makes

readers not only want to read
the book but show it off on
their bookshelf. This decision
to create a ‘series look’ for
the quartet was made by
Richard Bravery, Art Director,
who “wanted the package to
feel tactile” and decided on
cloth as he felt it was “a good
articulation” to help “reflect the
seasons.” The teams “decision
to use a half jacket followed on
easily: why use cloth and then
keep it all covered?” Simon
Prosser, Publisher, spent “a
happy hour choosing all the
bindings to reflect the different
seasons from a book of linens”
alongside Bravery.

Designing a Cover
Without the
Manuscript
In 2014, Ali Smith pitched the
ideas for her seasonal quartet
to her publisher. In creating four
novels with an incredibly strict
deadline, the creative design
teams behind this project
decided to design the covers
before the content had been
submitted or even completed.
Simon Prosser, the publisher
for Smith’s quartet, “Knew right
from the word go that what
we wanted were covers that
would express the cycle of the
seasons.”
It was decided that by using the
same stretch of country lane for
each cover – a stretch of east
Yorkshire road of which Smith
was familiar with – and adding
artistic features that showed its
corresponding season, that it
would convey a sense of time
and finality. Richard Bravery,
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© Photo by Penguin Random House

© Photo by @emaburst on Instagram

Art Director for the project,
commented that:

“Ali embraces
art like very few
other authors out
there – from film
and photography
through to
painting – and
the works
featured on her
covers represent
her books in a
very intimate
way.”

There is a circadian rhythm
to Smith’s work that is shown
outwardly in its beautiful
designs which are a testament
to the power of collaboration
and teamwork between
editors and designers, and as
wonderfully finished products
in light of an incredibly
challenging turnaround.
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Author Spotlight:
The Brontë Sisters
For this issue’s author
spotlight, the Classics team
have chosen to focus on the
works of the incomparable
Brontë sisters: Anne,
Charlotte and Emily. Despite
leading tragically short
lives, these three women
posthumously became
some of the most famous
novelists of the 19th century,
with their individual works
remaining classics of the
English language. With a few
minor exceptions, pre-20th
century English literature
was dominated by the male
voice. In this piece we will
explore the great talents of
the Brontë sisters and how
they succeeded in literary
fame despite the societal
and working limitations put
upon their gender in this era,
examining social injustices
and pioneering Gothic and
Romantic literature.
Anne Brontë is the youngest
of the famous literary trio,
born in January 1820. Like
her sisters she initially wrote
under a pseudonym: Acton
Bell. However, unlike the
sensational, Gothic elements
present in her sisters’ writing,
Anne’s two novels, Agnes
Grey (1847) and The Tenant
of Wildfell Hall (1848), are
grounded in realism. Anne
prioritised the dissemination
of truth in her novels,
and although her literary
legacy has been somewhat
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away from taboo topics.
Anne’s epistolatory novel
is now regarded by critics
as one of the first feminist
novels as it powerfully
addresses themes of
marital abuse, motherhood,
gender relations and female
liberation. Although Anne
has been referred to as
‘the other one’ in critical
discussions of the Brontë
sisters, the quiet brilliance
of her writing shows how
undeserving she is of this
title. Charlotte and Emily
Brontë are undoubtedly
literary powerhouses in their
own right, and Anne is no
exception.

overshadowed by Emily and
Charlotte’s critical success,
readers now recognise the
powerful way Anne’s novels
address social injustices.
Agnes Grey is a semiautobiographical novel,
influenced by Anne’s
experiences as a governess.
Although it initially received
little critical attention, Agnes
Grey’s frank portrayal of
the poor conditions under
which governesses had to
work is now recognised
for its profound critique of
working class injustices.
Equally, The Tenant of
Wildfell Hall, published
before Anne’s untimely death
from tuberculosis in 1849,
evidences her refusal to shy

Anne Brontë © Stefano Baldini

Sea, which explores the tragic
life of Rochester’s first wife.

Charlotte Brontë
© National Portrait Gallery,
London
Charlotte Brontë, born in 1816,
was the eldest of the three
Brontë sisters. She initially
wrote under the pen name
Currer Bell, before admitting
to the pseudonym in 1848.
Although her first novel was
rejected by publishers, her
second novel, Jane Eyre, was
published in 1847 and remains
a seminal text of English
literature. Jane Eyre remains
a hugely popular and often
studied text today.

Like her sisters, Charlotte
Brontë also wrote poetry,
although her novels are
best known. Her first novel,
The Professor, despite being
rejected in her lifetime, was
published posthumously, and
her other novels Shirley and
Villette are still well-known
today. Despite being the eldest,
Charlotte outlived all of her
siblings, dying at thiry-eight.
She remains hugely popular,
the best known writer of her
siblings and her legacy remains
evident throughout English
literature.
Emily Brontë was born 30 July
1818 and is the second oldest
of the sisters. She clearly didn’t
suffer middle child syndrome
and equalled her sisters with
becoming one of the greatest
English novelists of our time.
Like her sisters, she did not
marry and died 19 December
1848.
What makes Emily Brontë a

The powerfully challenging
storyline captured critics’
attention from the very start
and is still a well discussed
novel today. The classic piece of
literature is now studied across
higher education, reinforcing
Emily Brontë’s success.
Not only was she a novelist,
but she was also a poet. It
is said that she wrote nearly
200 poems, with twenty-one
surviving in the Brontë Sisters
Poems Volume (1846).
Undoubtedly, these are
examples of Emily Brontë’s
strongest works with her
imagination, creativity and
exploration of Romanticism.
She boldly challenges thoughts
of the time, changing the mind
of her readers. Emily Brontë,
without a doubt, remains one
of the most influential and
greatest English novelists.

Her use of first-person narrative
and exploration of private
consciousness revolutionised
the form of the prose novel,
and the legacy of her influence
remains clear across modern
literature today. The story of a
young orphan and her journey
to adulthood and romance with
Mr Rochester is one of the best
known and most adapted texts
of English literature, especially
in film.
With the dawn of postcolonial
criticism, the novel continued
to provoke new interpretations
and discussions, most famously
in Jean Rhys’ Wide Sargasso

classic author? Most notably,
her remarkable work, Wuthering
Heights. This is her only novel,
which showcases just how
profound and talented she is
as it still reaches newfound
admiration generations later,
proving you don’t need an
array of books to become
acclaimed in literary circles. Her
substantial novel is sufficient
and deservingly provides Emily
with her classic title. It was
initially published under her
pseudonym Ellis Bell in 1847
and received mixed reviews.

Emily Brontë
© The Picture Art Collection
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Work Experience: Big 5 vs. Indie

Work Experience: Big 5 vs. Indie

An Interview with Lucinda Tomlinson and Alex Haywood
Internships and work
experience are key to landing
your first role in publishing,
but with so many amazing
publishers out there, it can be
hard to know where to start.
In today’s feature, we wanted
to focus on comparing
work experience with major
publishers versus independent
presses. We spoke with
publishing hopefuls Lucinda
Tomlinson and Alex Haywood,
who have completed various
placements at both Big 5
publishers and indies. Alex
has completed placements at
indies Profile Books, Head of
Zeus, and bigger publishers
like Hachette Children’s Group
and DK Books. Lucinda was an
intern at indie Profile Books, an
Editorial Mentee at Stripes and
also completed a placement at
Transworld, PRH.
Alex described working with the
Big 5 as:

“Bewildering
in the best way
possible.”
Her first placement was at
Hachette and sparked her
desire to start her publishing
journey. “There’s nothing like
being a little starstruck and
working on these campaigns
with big budgets to become
sold on the idea of publishing as
a career.”
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Alex Haywood
Lucinda believes that the
biggest advantage of larger
publishers is working with a
bigger team, as there’s more
experience to draw from
and tricks to pick up from
colleagues. “It was interesting
to learn about the types of
publicity campaigns and events
that a larger publishing house
creates and the relationship
they have with other
departments.”
However, Lucinda warns that
being part of a large team
can be a disadvantage if you
don’t use your time wisely: “It
would be very easy to learn
solely about one department
and neglect to see where they
fit into the larger company.”
In order to resolve this issue,
Lucinda set up meetings
with colleagues from other
departments.
Additionally, Alex states that
there’s less direct involvement
in campaigns.

“At big publishers,
it’s more of an
admin based role.
Whilst this is
really important
(after all, every
entry level role
has admin),
this can be a bit
disillusioning.”
In terms of their experience with
indie presses, what stood out to
Alex was that she was involved
in everything. She saw all the
teams working together which
gave her a much better sense
of the publishing process as a
whole.
“Working at indies provides a
whole new view on working in
publishing which shouldn’t be
overlooked for bigger brand
opportunities, as fun as they
are.”
Lucinda reiterates this
sentiment, saying that a
combination of smaller
teams and being there for
longer meant there were
more opportunities to take on
different tasks. “I was made
to feel really welcome and
as though my thoughts on
submissions mattered just as
much.”

Working with different sized
publishers will almost certainly
lead to a different kind of work
experience. Alex says that,

Lucinda Tomlinson
When asked whether there
were any challenges to working
with indie publishers, Lucinda
said that she doesn’t feel as
though she missed out on
anything, as both the Big 5 and
indies used a lot of the same
software and processes but are
just scaled differently.
Budgets can largely vary
between companies, and Alex
says that despite indies having
smaller budgets, it allows them
to think more creatively in terms
of marketing and publicity.
Alex also points out that most
smaller publishers will have
open submissions which is great
for developing her editorial eye:
“Expect a lot of slush, making
tea, coffee, greeting delivery
drivers, BUT also finding the
odd gem or two.”

Lucinda’s Twitter:
@lktomlinson
Alex’s Twitter:
@_alexhaywood
Instagram: @alhaywood

“At the Big
5 you get
excitement but
at indies you
get detailed
experience.”
The good thing is that no matter
the company, you’ll always be
welcomed by your team.

“If you know that
you want to get
into a certain
department then
the immersive
nature of a larger
publisher might
benefit you more,
whereas if you’re
less sure, working
at an indie often
gives you the
chance to try your
hand at tasks
from different
departments.”

The biggest difference to
Lucinda was the number of
books she interacted with:
she worked on less titles
at Transworld than she did
at Profile Books. In terms
of gaining experience, she
advises to know what you want
to get out of your placement
beforehand.
Lastly, we asked which type
of publisher they preferred
working with – Lucinda sees
the benefits of both, saying,
“At a larger publisher there’s a
bigger support network on hand
to learn from, and at an indie
there’s closer involvement with
the rest of the team.” They’re
both equally as great as each
other.
Similarly, Alex states that she’s
more concerned about loving
the books she’s working on.
“I don’t know where I’d pick,
both have their advantages
and disadvantages, although
I definitely want to visit the
Carmelite House roof terrace at
least once more…”
Publishing is an exciting
industry to work in, and as these
two hopefuls have shown,
this is largely due to the huge
variety in companies out there.
We hope that this has opened
your eyes to the world of Big 5
vs indie publishers, and that no
matter where you find yourself,
you’ll gain a pretty excellent
insight into the industry.
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Publishing Roles
Editorial Assistant at Quadrille
Salary: £23,000 p.a.
Location: Southwark, London
Quadrille is the leading publisher of illustrated lifestyle non-fiction. Their emphasis is on beautiful,
informative, practical and fun books, which cover topics including cooking, nature, fashion, wellbeing
and empowerment.
They are seeking an Editorial Assistant to provide support to the Publishing Director and editorial
team. They are looking for applicants who want to immerse themselves in making books, helping
authors and agents, learning how publishing works through liaising with all departments and who can
champion their publishing. View the full job description here.
The ideal candidate:
• is meticulous, with excellent attention to detail and spelling.
• is proficient in Word, Excel and general IT.
• can work independently as well as in a team.
• is interested in writing and adapting cover copy.
• is highly organised and able to multi-task.
• is confident with written and verbal communication.
• has an interest in the subjects and lifestyle trends into which we publish.
• is motivated and eager to learn.
As an entry-level role, no previous publishing experience is required, but a love of books is essential.
Interested? Apply by emailing your CV and a covering letter to recruitmentUK@hardiegrant.com before
the closing date, 7 September 2020.

Junior Commissioning Editor at Unbound
Salary: £25,000 p.a.

You would be working with authors, bloggers, graphic novelists, journalists and more. You will be
supporting the Co-Founder and Publisher of Unbound on launching books on their crowdfunding
platform as well as seeing the manuscript through the process to publication. You will also be
assisting in commissioning projects and supporting in contract negotiations.
You will also have the opportunity to create your own book ideas, liaise with marketing on campaigns
and generate ideas on attracting new audiences. The ideal candidate must be adaptable and
proactive, enthusiastic, creative and self-driven. You must also be able to meet deadlines, work well
under pressure and have great communication skills.
Black, Asian or other minority ethnic candidates are particularly welcome to apply.
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For more details click here. To apply send your CV and covering letter to
jobs@unbound.co.uk with the role title in the subject line.

Independent Bookshop
Sales Manager at Abrams & Chronicle Books
Salary: £28,000 p.a.
Abrams & Chronicle Books are looking for an Independent Bookshop Sales Manager to join the team.
You will be working for the European arm of two esteemed U.S. publishing houses: ABRAMS, based
in New York, and Chronicle Books, based in San Francisco. While this is a home-based role, it does
require extensive travel across the UK and a company car is included, so therefore a UK driving license
is essential! The successful candidate will help to grow sales, seek out new business opportunities and
support independent bookshops outside London. To apply, you need to have a passion for beautiful
books and stationery, and experience in bookselling or sales. You should have a proven ability to
establish excellent working relationships, excellent communication and organisational skills and be a
great team player.
To apply, send your CV and cover letter to tward@abramsandchronicle.co.uk by the 18 September.

Dramatic Rights Agent at the Madeleine
Milburn Literary, TV & Film Agency
Salary: £28,000–£40,000 p.a. (depending on
experience)
The Madeleine Milburn Literary, TV & Film Agency is looking for a Dramatic Rights Agent to handle
book to screen rights for the agency’s titles, manage the ongoing book to screen process postdeal and build the profile of the Agency’s book to screen department. The ideal candidate will have
excellent contacts with a wide range of producers and talent and at least three years’ relevant
experience either in the Film & TV world, or the literary. This role would suit someone who is perhaps
an assistant or associate agent looking for a next step. It is essential that candidates are able to work
well under pressure and have strong negotiating and organisational skills.
If you are interested in this role apply now on the agency’s website as this job opportunity closes on
the 1 September!

It’s Not Publishing, But...
Don’t miss out on the chance to learn all about marketing from publishing powerhouse, Ellie
Pilcher (@ElliePilcher95). On top of her full-time position as a Marketing Manager for Avon Books
(who were named Imprint of the Year at the British Book Awards), Ellie is also a blogger, freelance
journalist and novelist. She is offering FREE marketing workshops, entitled #MarketYourMarketing,
for anyone that is interested in pursuing a career in this department (or publishing in general).
There are three sessions to choose from, and you can apply via Eventbrite. The first session is set
to take place on the 1 September (tomorrow), so it may be fully booked, but hopefully
there is still space on the other two.
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Living Pride in Lockdown:
An Interview with Anna
Burtt from Myriad Editions
Myriad Editions is an
independent publisher
based in Brighton and
Oxford, publishing original
fiction, graphic novels and
feminist non-fiction since
2005. As part of our series,
Angie interviewed social
media manager Anna Burtt
about her experience
working at an independent
press during a Pride Month
spent in lockdown.

AC: Thank you for
being here today!
How did your plans
for celebrating Pride
change this year?
AB: We always shine a light
on our Pride titles during
the month, which can still
be done online. In terms
of that, nothing has really
changed. We have a great
roster of LGBTQ+ authors
across our graphic novel
and fiction list, which we
often highlight in our weekly
newsletter. Luckily we
weren’t too scuppered in
terms of what can be done
online! We would usually
be taking part in panels at
literary festivals as well as
The Coast is Queer festival
in Brighton, for instance,
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but none of those things
happened this year. Last
week, we celebrated the
ten-year anniversary of the
publication of Jonathan
Kemp’s London Triptych –
an absolute gay must-read.
Jonathan signed copies at
Gay’s The Word and there
was a lot of online love for
the seminal book.

ourselves, but they’ve also
gone on to be picked up by
agents and large publishers.
We also run a similar
competition for graphic
novels, which aims to find
emerging graphic novelists.
We teamed up with two
local organisations, New
Writing South and Creative
Future, which are both
organisations designed to
nurture underrepresented
writers.
We were the publishing
partners of the SPOTLIGHT
books series, published this
year. We are always striving

AC: What sets you
apart from other more
mainstream publishers?
AB: Myriad runs a First
Drafts Competition. There
are very few competitions
asking for first drafts
because what people
often want is a polished
manuscript that could
be sent to an agent and
published. What Myriad’s
competition aims to do
is find potential and work
to develop writers. We’ve
published the work of
winners and short-listees

to do better; we’ve been
spending time considering
the issues in publishing, how
we can diversify our list of
freelancers, and show that it is
possible for underrepresented
people to be published and
work in publishing.

AC: How do you think
your workflow will
change after the Covid-19
emergency is over?
Which changes will you
retain going forward, and
which will you abandon?
AB: It’s been very challenging
– we’ve realised the
importance of having a solid
digital commerce structure;
being able to sell books from
our website has become
more important than ever.
We’ve been doing more online
events, and at the beginning
of the pandemic, people
were very interested, but now
that they are going out more
and have less time, I think it
will become more difficult
to run online events. Being
an independent publisher
is difficult at the best of
times, but we’ve seen a lot of
generosity and solidarity, not
only from other publishers
but also from our readers, and
we’ve been really grateful for
all the support.

AC: What do you think
Covid-19 has uncovered
about the publishing
industry as a whole?
AB: I think how much we rely on
bookshops. I hope that no one
ever takes their local bookshops
for granted again because it’s
shown how much of an impact
on book sales it can make
when shops aren’t open. Myriad
publishes the kind of books that
people often want in physical
form and it’s really shown us
how much we need and love
bookshops. During the Black
Lives Matter movement, a lot
of diversity issues in publishing
have been uncovered, as well as
the disparity in the amount that
people are paid for their books.
Publishers have been rightly
pushed to make statements
about their diversity policies
and how they’re going to make
positive changes.

I can’t recommend it enough
for building empathy and
knowledge. I’m also reading
Rainbow Milk by Paul Mendez,
which is our next book
club book, and it’s great – I
would recommend that to
absolutely everyone. It follows
a young Black man who was
disfellowed from his Jehovah’s
Witness community for being
gay, and it sees him moving
to London and becoming
a sex worker. The writing is
so beautiful, I absolutely
recommend reading it.

Sign up for Anna’s
live event with Eliza
Clark on September
3rd and subscribe to
her podcast – there is
a great Pride episode
available!

AC: What book did you
read during “Pride Inside”
and what is one book you
would recommend to our
readers?

Follow Myriad at
@myriadeditions and Anna
at @annamburtt
and @btnbookclub.

AB: I read Gender Explorers by
Juno Roche in preparation for
my podcast’s Pride Special,
and it was a completely
empowering book, giving
voices to young trans people –
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Northern Book Review

Introducing: New Writing North
Supporting creative writing
and would-be authors across
the North of England is a key
part of encouraging Northern
publishing. At the centre of this
work is a small organisation
making a big difference:
New Writing North, a group
dedicated to supporting and
investing in reading and writing
culture across the North of
England.
Set up in 1996, New Writing
North originally aimed to be a
‘DIY agency’ for writers, in order
to provide opportunities for
authors in the North. Over time,
this function developed into a
broader support network for
all areas of Northern literature
including film and television.
The organisation aims to
highlight the wealth of literary
talent in this part of the country,
as their website explains:

“

‘We believe the arts
are for everyone and
talent is everywhere.
We want to make
the North of England
a culturally rich
place and we work
with many brilliant
partners to achieve
this goal.’
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Summerwater
by Sarah Moss

Part of this goal involves
running several programmes
set up to help support
Northern writers, including
various writing awards. The
best-known are the Northern
Writers’ Awards, which make up
the country’s biggest writing
development programme.
The organisation helps to
mentor up-and-coming writers
and provide connections
to important groups in the
industry, such as publishers and
agents.
A large part of their mission is
to encourage young people to
read and write, raising the next
generation of publishers and
authors. They have had notable
success in engaging with
students through a combination
of in-depth schoolwork, open
access creative writing groups,
summer schools and short-term
projects.
Finding connections for writers
is not the group’s only influence
in the publishing world. They
also run Mayfly Press, ‘the
home of good books from the
North of England.’ The publisher
comprises two imprints, one
specialising in literary and trade
and the other, Moth Publishing,
in crime writing. Profits from
the titles produced by Mayfly

Press are then reinvested back
into the business, allowing New
Writing North to further support
their programmes and writers.
Having joined forces with Arts
Council England in 2011, the
team have been able to expand
their reach across the North,
with recent figures showing
a £914.6k spending based off
£1.1million.

“

New Writing
North is taking
the publishing
world by storm,
continually
reaffirming the
fact that the North
is a cultural centre
on its own.
As we can see, larger
commercial publishers are now
recognising this fact which
bodes well for the future.

Sarah Moss was born in Glasgow and raised in Manchester and has been writing
novels for over ten years. Bodies of Light (2014) followed two sisters growing up in
Victorian Manchester; Cold Earth (2009) told of a group of archaeologists on a dig in
Greenland who find themselves stranded after a deadly pandemic takes hold of the
mainland, a tale eerily pertinent to our times. As well as chronicling areas of the UK
often overlooked by mainstream contemporary fiction, she casts a critical eye over
the relationship between humans and the natural world we inhabit. In 2016, she came
to critical attention when her short novel Ghost Wall was nominated for the Women’s
Prize and her latest polyphonic piece.

“

Summerwater feels like her
best work yet.
Set on the longest day of the year as rain hammers on the windows
of a small holiday park up in the Scottish Highlands, Summerwater
is the perfect solstice story to curl up with on a rainy summer’s
day. In her perfect stream-of-consciousness prose, Moss inhabits
a character in each of the holiday park’s claustrophobic cabins
as, cooped up on account of the weather, they watch one another
through twitching curtains and pass judgement on each other’s
lives. One family eventually seizes the attention of everyone
else: a mother and daughter who don’t quite fit the bill of the
typical highland holidaymaker. As night eventually falls over the
murky loch, you’ll find yourself breathless with the tension of the
unfolding tragedy.
The blend of nature writing and politics is pitch-perfect in
Summerwater: its characters and their thoughts are as viscerally
real as the raw wilderness of the watery world in which they
dwell. As in Ghost Wall, Moss manages to call upon the land and
its history to pose questions about the present day, about our
relationships to one another and the world we live in. Although the
impulse to avoid the comparison to Ali Smith is strong, it’s hard
not to see the similarities between the two, particularly given the
simultaneous release of these two seasonal reads. If you’re excited
about Summer, get excited about Summerwater, because Sarah
Moss is sublime, and we promise this is one of the best books you’ll
read this year.
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Not To Be Overlooked
Not To Be Overlooked introduces a variety of wonderful but lesser-known books
to assist readers in finding their next great reads. The feature covers poetry and
fiction with reviews by Emma (Nobody) and Alicja (When The Night Comes).

Nobody by Alice
Oswald
Published by Jonathan
Cape, September 2019
(paperback edition)

“How does it
start the sea
has endless
beginnings”
Alice Oswald is an awardwinning British poet who
was named BBC Radio 4’s
second Poet-in-Residence
in 2017. She was also
elected the Professor of
Poetry at the University
of Oxford in 2019, a
prestigious role previously
held by famous poets such
as W.H. Auden, Seamus
Heaney and Robert Graves.
Her work is often shaped
by water (see her 2002
work Dart, which won the
T.S. Eliot Prize) as well as
classical mythology, such
as Memorial (2011). Nobody
is her most recent work,
inspired by Homer’s epic
poem, The Odyssey.
Alice Oswald describes
the voice of her poem
“as if someone set out to
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sing The Odyssey but was
rowed to a stony island
and never discovered
the poem’s ending.”
Oswald is not interested
in retelling The Odyssey in
straight lines. Sometimes
frustrating and illusory,
Oswald’s sea of language
engulfs, erodes and erases
Homer’s original plotline.
In this ocean, it is hard
to identify and pin down
notable figures of classical
mythology. Those that
do appear float into view
before sinking away again.
Oswald weaves different
myths from Icarus to
Odysseus into her tapestry
of light and water. Her
imagery shifts effortlessly
between abstraction

When The Night
Comes by Favel
Parrett

FICTION:

Published by Sceptre, May
2015 (paperback edition)

POETRY:

and precision. Ideas flow
organically and recur tidelike as Oswald spins words
across the page, unbound
by punctuation. The
collection feels expansive
and limitless as a result.
Her poetry often aims to
estrange our relationship
with the natural world
around us. She encourages
her reader to see culture
and nature as interwoven
and presents an
ecologically holistic vision
in which no viewpoint is
privileged over another.
In comparison with other,
stronger works such as
Dart (2002) and Falling
Awake (2016), Nobody can
feel difficult to grasp and
perhaps overly abstract.
Nonetheless, Nobody is a
dazzling and playful work
that offers an original and
poised perspective on
well-worn themes and
characters in literature.
Lovers of nature writing,
Greek epics and linguistic
innovation will not be
disappointed by Nobody.

There is a lot you can
say about Favel Parrett’s
When the Night Comes, but
one adjective stands out:
mesmerising. I’ve had this
book on my shelf almost
ever since I moved to the
UK, finding it on a random
stroll to Daunt Books on
a Sunday afternoon. I
found it again when I was
moving this year, and since
the initial pages, I felt the
instant kinship with Isla
trying to find her path in a
new place.
Set in the late 1980s
and full of beautiful
description and imagery,
When the Night Comes
follows young Isla as she
grows up and learns the
power of small gestures
that often seem to be
insignificant. Other parts
of the book follow the
sailor from the red ship as
the sailor, Bo, befriends
her mother and becomes
(almost) part of Isla’s
family, at least for a
moment. He is the one that
shares many stories with
Isla, teaching her about
the sea and power of
observation and listening.

In When the Night Comes,
Favel Parrett creates
a beautifully haunting
narration told in little
pieces, never giving a full
story and allowing the
reader to fill the gaps.
Bo visits whenever his
ship is in the port and,
over the course of two
summers, Isla learns
that simple gestures can
change everything and
that the future is full of
possibilities. The world
stops being so grey and
colourless. It has once
held colour, but after her
parents’ separation, Isla
has been lost. In When the
Night Comes, she’s finding
herself again.
This is the story of the little
red ship, Nella Dan, and
the travels to the Antarctic.
This is the story of a little
girl lost in the greyness of
Hobart. This is a story of
friendship, love and travel.
When the Night Comes
is many things. It’s many
stories. And all of those
pieces fit together, as
Nella Dan sails to the
Antarctic for the Australian
National Antarctic
Research Expeditions, and
Isla waits for the return of
the little red ship.
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How COVID-19 Has
Impacted the Book Tour
and How Authors Are
Pushing Back
by Chloe Delaney
Empty bookstores. Closed,
some permanently. No bustling
crowds milling outside, people
eager to find their next read.
Harper Collins, Hachette,
Penguin Random House, Simon
& Schuster and Macmillan all
pull out of BookExpo. Barnes
& Noble closes 400 stores
while the Strand Bookstore
temporarily closes. New York
ComiCon, cancelled.
Once, all of this would only
have been likely to occur in
some weird science fiction
novel – unfortunately, this is
real life in 2020. Authors are
currently facing a grim reality
with the onslaught of COVID-19,
which has impacted millions
of human lives and businesses
everywhere around the globe.
Because of this pandemic,
authors have had to slash their
sources of income by cancelling
author events, such as book
signings, book launches,
writing workshops and book
tours. Launch dates have been
pushed back to account for
travel restrictions, which have
resulted in months of delays
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and loss of income. On account
of this, the publishing industry
has had to adapt to survive and
quickly.

Virtual Book Launches
and Author Events
Despite the grim nature of this
pandemic and its associated
economic problems, technology
has proven to be a lifeline in the
promotion of books and filling
in the gaps that a cancelled
book tour has left open. Virtual
launch parties have now
replaced the face-to-face book
launch, with Zoom being one of
the top platforms
to use.

more directly, and a lot more
people who previously have
not had the time or the means
with a busy schedule are now
paying attention. Facebook,
YouTube and Instagram Live are
also being used successfully to
promote books. This Q&A style
format has allowed readers to
engage with authors, interact
with other authors in the chat,
and learn more about the book
being promoted.
These platforms have also been
a great opportunity for authors
to support other authors. By
hosting a launch event, sharing
information via their various

By using this
platform
to launch a
book, authors
can extend
an invitation
to literally
anyone on the
internet with a
stable internet
connection. This
has allowed a
greater group of
people to engage
with authors

Buy a book from your local
bookstore. If you can’t get in
there yet, buy one online!
Once you have purchased and
read your book, leave a review
online. Goodreads is a great
option, but if you are on other
platforms pop a review on there
too.
Use your social media and tag
the author – they will then
be able to share your review
or feedback with their wider
reading audience and fanbase.
If you are an author, help
promote books by sharing,
retweeting or posting about
new content.

What does the future
look like?
Twitter @danijharrington
platforms, or hosting a Q&A
via Instagram or Facebook
Live, gives attention to the
released book but also allows
them to continue to network
themselves as an author. A
virtual launch party and author
event also works for those who
work in the industry but are not
authors, such as libraries and
bookstores. By attending one
of these events, knowledge
about the book and its intended
audience can be obtained and
promoted in-store effectively as
a result.

Libraries Are Your Ally

Instagram @annawhateley_writer

The concept of the library
has changed a lot over time,
and there has been the odd
argument that libraries are no
longer relevant. This could not
be further from the truth in
2020. Libraries are constantly
changing to stay relevant to
its users, with technology now
becoming a major aspect of
how people interact with books
and each other.

Libraries are, therefore, an
ally for new and continuing
authors during the pandemic,
as they too have had to adapt to
remain relevant to their users’
changing needs. They’ve got
the right technology to promote
material and the means to host
a launch to an extremely large
membership in big cities.
High school libraries in
particular often look for authors
to help promote material
as well. For example, Book
Week, writing workshops and
literature studies all call for an
author to teach students new
writing skills. Libraries also have
a huge social media presence
and can promote books in a
visually appealing style.

Here’s How You Can
Help
Whether you work in the
industry or just love to read,
there are many ways you can
help the publishing industry
and authors stay on their feet.

At this point, no one knows
when things will go back to
normal, and if that “normal”
will be exactly as we left it.
Here’s hoping for a reopening
of bookstores soon, and the
resumption of book fairs and
other large events that bring
people together. A human
connection is still necessary,
and face-to-face interaction is
still valued.
Despite the challenges, authors
have pushed back, and the
advent of Zoom and the use of
other online platforms, such as
Instagram and Facebook Live,
have changed the book tour.
Access to these events is more
important than ever, and if the
publishing industry wants to
continue to thrive, it will need to
adopt these trends into future
launches and tours.
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“Poetry is Nearer to Vital
Truth Than History”: A
Look at UK Poetry Prizes
Escapism, ingenuity and
imagination. Whether
illustrating the natural
panorama, the political climate
or human connection, poems
can illuminate new worlds
for their readers, as well as
elevate and challenge societal
discourses. As such, journeying
from Robert Burns’ navigation
of Scottish cultural identity
to Dylan Thomas’ critique of
the human condition, the UK’s
literary landscape can be
seen through the poet’s lens
throughout its history.
One prevalent way in which
such penmanship has been
uplifted and celebrated
globally is through poetry
competitions and awards. Poets
such as Carol Ann Duffy, Seamus
Heaney, Simon Armitage and
Lemn Sissay are peppered
amongst the landscape of
poetic competitions and prizes
for their instrumental role as
wordsmiths and truth-tellers.
However, with current changes
to education demonstrating
a systematic restriction of
creative and expressive
subjects, it is all the more
necessary to celebrate the
importance of poetry now and
raise awareness for the UK’s
most prolific poetry prizes.
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As Lemn Sissay elegantly
stated:

“Poetry is where
the true you is
revealed. I think
poetry talks to
the true self. You
can see a person
in their poems –
and it’s as much
about what they
don’t talk about
as what they do.”

One such esteemed poetry
competition for emerging
UK poets is that established
by Poetry London, a leading
poetry magazine founded in
1988 now supported by Arts
Council England. They have
since cultivated a home for
celebrating new and eclectic
writers, reflected by a third of
the poetry in their magazine
being penned by new writers.
They do so with the ethos of
“attracting the best poems
by the best poets currently
writing,” be they already widely
recognised or not yet heard.
The T.S. Eliot Prize, awarded
annually by the Poetry Book
Society to honour their founder,
is another highly coveted prize
in the UK poetry community
– and not just for its hearty

£20,000 prize fund. Whilst it
stands as the most valuable
poetry prize in the UK, with
the nine runners up receiving
£1,500 each, entrants seek not
just the money but the prestige
that comes from being named
a winner, among the likes
of Seamus Heaney and Ted
Hughes.
Worthy of note also, particularly
in response to the current
literary climate, is the Eric
Gregory Award from the Society
of Authors, awarded to poets
under the age of thirty. First
awarded in 1960, the prize
continues to find and honour
the brightest young poets in
the hopes that it will encourage
young people to write and
publish their poetry with
passion and confidence.
Established just after the turn
of the 20th century, The Poetry
Society has been instrumental
in the dissemination and
celebration of poetry in the
UK. By publishing The Poetry
Review as well as running
prizes, the society has achieved
international acclaim for its
support of budding poetic
talent. Awarding £16,000
through a myriad of different
competition prizes, the most
prestigious of these is the
National Poetry Competition.

With previous winners of
the prize including ex-Poet
Laureate Carol Ann Duffy,
Sinéad Morrissey, Christopher
James, and Ruth Padel, winning
such an award comes with
immense esteem.
Together with the National
Poetry Competition, The Poetry
Society also runs the Peggy
Poole Award, offering a year of
mentoring from a prominent
poet to its winner. Unlike some
of this award’s contemporaries,
mentorship provides support
and nurture for promising
talent in the North-Western
region of England. Such prizes
are imperative to evolving and
progressing the literary and
poetic landscape, ensuring a
new generation of poets are
inspired.
With COVID-19 restrictions
placed on schools, the GCSE
curriculum has faced cuts,
including giving children the
option to drop poetry altogether
from their education. Having
had this explained as “tinkering
at the edges,” poetry gets
further diminished to nothing
more than frivolity on the
outskirts of necessary learning.
This is why awards such as
the Eric Gregory Award are
becoming ever more important
in keeping the spirit and love
of poetry alive in younger
generations and those still yet
to come.

As an art form, and even as
a genre of writing, poetry is
arguably one of the more
sidelined creative exploits;
poetry is overlooked as a selfindulgent hobby where fiction
makes the headlines. Poetry
prizes, therefore, become
increasingly necessary as a
lifeline for supporting and
recognising the work of
deserving and wonderfully
talented poets, both emerging
and experienced alike. In this
way, we hope to soon see the
day where poetry prizes are
as coveted and valued as the
literary giants that dominate the
Prize industry now.
Submissions for the 2020
National Poetry Competition are
open until 31 October.
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Books That Bite Back:
YA Franchises are
Making a Comeback!
Over fifteen years ago,
Stephanie Meyer’s Twilight
Saga took the world by
storm. More than a decade
later, her much-anticipated
Midnight Sun has hit the
shelves. Consequently, fans
find themselves transported
back to adolescence – a
period when many of us
were deeply invested in
vampires, wizards and
dystopian literature. Perhaps
2020 is the year of nostalgia
as YA franchises make a
comeback!
What appeals to readers
about vampires in literature?
The Twilight saga was known
for its forbidden love, the
promise of eternity and dark
secrets. Filled with a fairytale vibe, vampires allowed
teenagers to explore fear,
sexuality and power – all
frightening aspects of
growing up – from the safety
of their books. Ultimately,
narratives exploring
paranormal creatures
allow readers to experience
their adolescence all over
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If you’re enjoying the return to vampire love stories, look also
to The Beautiful by Renee Ahdieh. This series is set in 1872 New
Orleans and features love, death and, of course, vampires. What
more could you want?
Accompanying the comeback of paranormal YA is the resurgence
of dystopian fiction. Who can forget the glory years when The
Hunger Games, Divergent and The Maze Runner were some
of the most talked about books on the block? They featured
cliff-hanger endings, new yearly installations and shiny movie
adaptations to keep the conversations going.
The timing of this return to dystopia doesn’t seem very surprising
with all that is going on in the world right now. A global pandemic,
socio-political uprisings and young people leading change, it all
sounds like something straight out of one of these novels. These
stories give voices to teen readers that witness people in power
taking advantage of corrupt systems and who wish they could
do something about it. If Katniss Everdeen and Tris Prior can
play a role in leading a
movement, why can’t
you?

again. As the vampires
rule YA fiction, we
embrace the fantasy
before welcoming
new additions to our
favourite childhood
series.
Midnight Sun has taken
the top spot in the charts,
proving audiences are
still thirsting for vampire
YA. It seems poignant
that at a time when
things are completely
abnormal – where some
of us are back in our
childhood bedrooms –
we are returning to the
same books that filled
our youths. Is it nostalgia
for simpler times? That
would certainly make
sense, with this being a
retelling of the original
Twilight book but from
Edward’s perspective.
The plot is the same, with
the bonus of a new point
of view. We know the path it is
on, meaning we can focus on
the here-and-now of the telling.
At a time when the future seems uncertain, finding safety in
retellings of past books makes so much sense.

						

In the same way Midnight
Sun offers a twist on
a classic, Suzanne
Collins’ The Ballad of
Songbirds and Snakes
invites fans back to the
dystopian action with a
Hunger Games prequel,
fittingly released via a
virtual launch. Packed
with familiar themes of
betrayal, friendship and
oppression, readers are
given a new protagonist
in the form of Coriolanus
Snow, before his reign
as dictator of Panem.
With the world already
an unfamiliar place, the
decision to replace the
plucky Katniss Everdeen
with a character fans
know to be evil seems
a bold decision. But
as events unfold, this
twist only adds to the
intensity of the original
series, creating as many
questions as it answers.

have, however, undoubtedly
changed thanks to JK Rowling’s
divisive anti-trans tweets. As
disappointing as it is to see
such a literary figurehead
display such a bigoted view, it
has prompted us all to revisit
the question of whether art
can be separated from the
artist. In such an escapist
world of wizards, muggles
and dementors, perhaps this
particular fantasy will manage
to stand the test of time
despite the external threats
from its creator.
The success of the Harry Potter
series is particularly seen in
how, during lockdown, we
were treated to every fan’s
dream team of people to
read the first in the series for
“Harry Potter at Home.” It’s a
testament to the innovation of
the Wizarding World that they
quickly gathered an incredible
line-up of celebrities, providing
the ultimate comforting tool
for children and adults alike.
With Daniel Radcliffe reading
the first chapter, the magic
was brought full circle and we
were transported back to the
familiar world that many of us
grew up with, helping escape
the drudgery of lockdown.
There’s never been a better
time to dive back into the
worlds we know and love.
With these new offerings,
we find comfort in the
familiar when
surrounded by the
totally unfamiliar.

In the world of literary and cinematic fantasy, the Harry Potter
series is also the epitome of success. Perceptions in recent months
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Free Courses to Upskill
Within the current climate, upskilling can be difficult with the financial
difficulties many of us face as students or being unemployed during
lockdown, so we’ve compiled an extensive list of free resources so
you don’t have to! Many of these supplement our previous features on
Excelling With Excel and Adobe InDesign.

LinkedIn Learning
It is important to note that many universities offer access to LinkedIn Learning for free,
but usually a subscription will be needed of £24.98 per month or it is free with LinkedIn
premium, and you can use your free one month trial.
Learning Ebook Publishing: Teaches you how to publish an ebook successfully and how
to market your ebook to increase the chances of it being read.
Learning Metadata for Book Publishing: Metadata is very important in the publishing
industry. You will learn not only what it is and crucial components like creating XML
Markup and ONIX files, but also how to add necessary information for selling ebooks.
LinkedIn Learning courses mean that you can add your certificates once you’ve
completed the course with great ease, as well as skills learnt being added
automatically to your profile.

YouTube
Ain Chiara – An Event and Sales Manager working in publishing in London, Ain does
YouTube videos to help entry-level candidates on topics such as how to get into
publishing and dealing with rejection. She also runs a blog and does Instagram live
sessions with publishing professionals on a weekly basis.

A subscription-based platform that offers a free two month premium trial
with roughly 29,000 classes to choose from. Here are some basics for
beginners or for brushing up previous learning:

Society of Young Publishers – Many of their webinars/live Q&As are now online,
spanning a range of topics with industry professionals discussing every role
available. Be sure not to miss their ‘20/20 Visibility’ Event.
Books & Quills – Sanne is now a freelancer but undertook several internships
(one at PRH) and worked her way up to a social media producer. She interviews
colleagues who work in different departments and her video ‘Publishing Phrases
101 With Lena’ is particularly useful for upskilling.
Adobe InDesign – Design Like a Pro

Future Learn
Once you enroll in their huge range of courses, you will have two weeks to complete the
course for free and will receive a digital certificate.
Create a Social Media Marketing Campaign: This course teaches you valuable skills and
knowledge associated with running a successful social media marketing campaign,
including how to plan one and content needed.
Digital Skills – Digital Marketing: Teacheing you important topics for this form of marketing,
this course includes content on different digital marketing strategies, why they are important
and how companies target customers.

Google Digital Garage
Fundamentals of Digital Marketing course: twenty-six modules that consist of videos,
information and quizzes with real-world examples. Unlimited access means you can do it
at your own pace and will receive a certification at the end which is recognised.
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Online Courses: These courses include ‘How to enhance and protect your online campaign’
and ‘Understand the basics of code’. These do not come with a certificate but you do again
have unlimited access and can do it at your own pace.

Skillshare

Excel Zero to Hero, Word Zero to Hero, Beginner’s Photoshop,
Writing Effective Emails for Email Marketing

Open University OpenLearn Courses
Open University provides accredited certificates in a wide range of courses and industry-specific skills
to help get into whichever department of publishing you might be interested in.
The Digital Scholar: for those interested in Academic Publishing and the ways in which the digital
landscape has forever changed the sector.
Effective Communication in the workspace: for recent graduates or those looking to join the Human
Resources department.
English Grammar in Context: a useful refresher for those interested in pursuing a career in the Editorial
Department.
Exploring Books for Children: for those considering a career in children’s publishing and want to
understand the commercial considerations of the role.
Intermediate Spanish, German or French: may be useful for those considering working in the Sales
department as selling rights internationally may require you to have some knowledge of the language
of whichever country your travelling to.
Start Writing Fiction: for budding authors who may not be able to afford a MA in Creative Writing, save
yourself a pretty penny and learn the ins and outs of writing here.

Podcasts
Bookcareers: Bookcareers have become an invaluable resource to entry-level publishing
candidates and their podcast sessions include a range of topics and tips that can help
publishing hopefuls at the start of their career journeys.
The Slumbering SlothCast: An exciting podcast in conversation with industry professionals,
giving you an essential insight into what your working day could one day look like.

We hope that this variety of resources will be useful in helping you to gain some
skills that could help you land your next opportunity. Our next feature will be our
top tips for networking, so stay tuned!
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As September signals the
start of a new school year,
we believe it is the perfect
month to not only upskill and
learn more about publishing,
but also everything around it.
OpenLearn and FutureLearn
are two of the best resources
for anyone willing to commit a
few hours to learning, improving
or expanding their skills. If
children’s publishing takes
your fancy, try a course here;
for future editors, this course
could prove very useful; coding
knowledge is also important;
marketing enthusiasts will be
delighted with this one and
finally, we have something for
writers, too. We have also made
a list of upcoming workshops
and webinars that will equally
boost your publishing skill set
and added some great virtual
events around literary festivals.
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SEPTEMBER 2020

Get Back to
School Ready
With These
Virtual Events

Poetry workshop with
UEA Creative Writing
Lecturer & poet,
Andrea Holland
When?
Friday 4 September, 2 p.m.

Where?

BookMachine Meets
Trigger Publishing
When?
16 September, 6 p.m.

When?

Where?

Saturday 12 September

Online Event
Tickets cost £5 (Via Eventbrite)

Online Event
Tickets cost £9.75 (Via
Eventbrite)
Let your creativity run wild at
this interactive poetry workshop
hosted by poet and UEA
lecturer, Andrea Holland.

BookMachine
Unplugged 2020:
Talking Marcomms

In this latest session in
BookMachine’s new event
series, ‘BookMachine Meets’,
attendees will have the
opportunity to gain an insight
into how mental health and
wellbeing publisher, Trigger
Publishing operates. With a
packed panel full of publishing
professionals from Trigger
offering their communication
tips and information about
upcoming projects, this event
is not one to be missed.

Where?

Budding marketers, this is
the event for you! With an
impressive panel of industry
speakers from Penguin Random
House and Pan Macmillan, the
event promises to offer realworld insights into the world of
book marketing and publicity.

Online Event
Join a panel of representatives
from photography magazines
and book publishers as
they discuss the world
of contemporary fine art
publishing at this year’s
virtual 20/20 Photo Festival.
The discussion will be
followed by an audience Q&A.

Live Online Class:
How to Launch an
Independent
Magazine
Wednesday 2 September
2020 at 7 p.m.

30 September, 6 p.m.

Tickets cost £5 (Via Eventbrite)

Where?

When?

When?

Online Event

Fine Art Publisher
Panel Discussion by
20/20 Photo Festival

Where?

#MarketYourMarketing
with
EllesBellesNotebook
When?
Tuesday 1, 15 and 29 of
September from 6 p.m

Where?
Zoom
These workshops will guide
you through the fundamentals
of book marketing, with
topics ranging from how to
write a marketing plan, to
how to use social media to
promote a book. Ellie will give
you industry insights for the
first forty-five minutes and
then welcome your burning
questions. Her blog is also full
of resources.

Zoom
Hosted by Delayed
Gratification, this class
teaches everything you need
to know about launching an
independent magazine and
the independent publishing
industry. Tickets can be
bought through Eventbrite
and cost £15 for subscribers
and £30 for non-subscribers.
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Literary Festivals: The New
Normal
When?

Literary
Festivals
and the
New
Normal
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SEPTE MBER 2020

Tuesday 1 September at 6 p.m.

Where?

FTWeekend Festival
2020 hosted by
Financial Times Live

Zoom
Literary festivals have been highly
affected by COVID-19, and their
organisers have had to adapt to a
new and virtual normal. SYP Oxford
questions the coordinators of various
literary festivals in Oxford, Henley,
Cheltenham and Brighton on what
the future looks like for them. The
audience will also get insights into
bookish events and the speakers’
career journeys.

When?
3-5 September

Our top
picks of the
more
book-ish
events

Where?
Online Event
This year’s FTWeekend
Festival is going digital with
a packed line-up, featuring
fifty-six live virtual sessions
with editors and speakers from
a wide range of fields, plus
scheduled ‘tea breaks’ where
you can even enjoy live cookery
demonstrations and cocktail
masterclasses!

3 September
Tickets cost £5 (Via Eventbrite)
•

The Editors: Tackling social
media, fake news, ‘cancel
culture’ and the financial
crisis facing journalism

•

Behind the scenes at
FTWeekend: How I write my
column with FT columnists

Chiswick Book Festival
When?

4 September

10 – 14 September

Where?

Tickets cost £5 (Via Eventbrite)

Hosted online over video, Zoom and
podcasts.

•

This year’s festival programme
features speakers, workshops and
children’s events, with a special
focus on two of the biggest
names to come out of Chiswick:
author Harold Pinter and painter
William Hogarth. Other highlights
include talks from former vogue
editor Alexandra Shulman about
her latest book as well as Loyd
Grossman, speaking about his new
book An Elephant in Rome.
Tickets for most events are free,
with the option to donate to
support the festival.

•

From word to image: the art
of storytelling

5 September
•

How to write about the
colonial past – and its
meaning today

•

When books burn: From
the Dissolution of the
Monasteries to the library
of Mosul

•

Interview with poet Claudia
Rankine

Natasha Trethewey on
writing about memory and
history

Festival passes are available
here, starting at £35.
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Pandemic Read: Severance
By Maya Conway
If there’s one thing you read
in the dwindling days of
lockdown, it should be Ling
Ma’s 2018 dystopian literary
novel Severance, a finalist for
the PEN/Hemingway award.
As the country began tiptoeing
into normalcy, I was jolted
back into the terrifying and
ambiguous reality of the first
half of 2020 by this gripping
satire. Severance follows
protagonist Candace Chen as
she is inducted into a group of
what appears to be the only
survivors of “Shen Fever,” an
airborne virus originating in
China which quickly became
a global pandemic. We watch
as she ruminates on her life
before and during the early
days of the apocalypse that
ensued. This results in an
intense examination of the
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mundane nature of working
culture against the backdrop
of a killer virus affecting the
entire world. Candace’s life
is the new normal: panicbuying on Amazon, masks as a
fashion statement and political
signifier, sparse and unreliable
public transport, public
shaming of those deviating
from the rules and an external
insistence that we should not
be working yet an internal
pressure to keep working
harder than ever. Sound
familiar?
Whilst the zombie apocalypse
genre is saturated with stories
ranging from good to bad to
ugly, Ma gives us a surprisingly
non-violent, yet equally
eerie, spin on the narrative,
encapsulating the monotony
of 21st century urban life and
the trappings of consumerism.
Severance’s tone is wildly

different from its apocalyptic
contemporaries, with Ma’s
voice echoing the likes of
Halle Butler and Ottessa
Moshfegh. Instead of being
stalked by terrifying semihuman monsters intent on
eating her flesh, the narrator
feels only pity for the sufferers
of Shen Fever. When infected,
or “fevered” as it is termed
throughout the novel, sufferers
compulsively complete the last
mundane task they were doing
pre-infection, be it laying the
table, reading the same page
of a book or trying on outfits.
If they are not “spared” (taken
out of their misery by one of the
survivors), this is how they die.
The depressing circumstances
of the fevered’s last moments
mirror the banality of modern
work, evident in facets of
Candace’s career, which
involves organising the
development of various Bible

reprints. The virus is not the
only evil explored by Ma; we
also see the insidious effects
of consumerism, globalisation,
imperialism and exploitation.
This is the real evil; both
zombies and survivors are
victims of it. The actions of the
infected also force the reader
to address the mindless tasks
we complete daily with the
blank, vacant expression of
a fevered zombie (hint: most
of these involve looking at a
screen).
Though this is not medically
explained or explored in depth
throughout the narrative,
the fever seems triggered
by nostalgia – another
common theme in the book
– as Candace describes her
life before the virus hit her
home of New York. As many
have learnt from the past
few months, it is sometimes
inevitable that we will unpack
those unexamined boxes of
our history during isolation.
This exploration into our
narrator’s identity and heritage
is what sets this piece apart
from others of its genre. Ma
weaves equally heartbreaking
and heartwarming tales of the
Chen family’s emigration from
the Fujian province of China
to Utah, and their journey
to acceptance in their new
community. Through a series
of flashbacks, we learn that
Candace’s ‘other’ status in
the survivor’s clique is not a
new place for her. She has
frequently fought for inclusion
throughout her life as an Asian
immigrant in America and as
she clamours to be part of the
“Art Girl” collective at work.
Candace’s naivety at the
pressing nature of the
pandemic throughout the novel
is disconcerting yet relatable,
reminding me of the heady
days of early March when I

believed I’d only be working
from home for a few weeks,
leaving a number of necessary
items at my desk I am still yet
to return to five months later.
Candace is bored, uninspired
and often happy to ignore the
wrongdoings of the world, the
unethical labour practices
of her employers and the
impending armageddon in her
desire to complete her project
and earn a promotion. Her
capitalist goals, despite her
apparent disinterest in them,
are not hindered by the chaos
that surrounds her.
The world is still a dark, scary
place and the arguments for
and against the loosening of
lockdown are complex. When
this all first kicked off, I could
not imagine enjoying any form
of content that explored a
pandemic. Even the word made
me shiver, the brief mention of
it in passing, when a favourite
podcaster would assure me

that this was recorded in their
own home – socially distanced,
of course. Now times are
changing, and while Ling Ma’s
imagination does not seem
as far-fetched or dystopian
as it may have done upon its
publication two years ago,
I couldn’t recommend this
delightful slice of (partial)
escapism more. Part of me
thinks perhaps Ma is a time
traveller, but in reality, I
think she just saw this all
coming. As we enter the new
normal, what do we want to
save from the old normal?
Does it take a pandemic to
shake the masses out of their
fevered state of rote tasks
and endless scrolling? Or are
we all Candace, holding onto
the security of what we deem
as normalcy while the world
crumbles around us, waiting
for all of this to be over?
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